TWO RECENT STORM-SURGE EPISODES IN THE ADRIATIC
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ABSTRACT

In the recent past, two intensive episodes of high sea level occurred in the Adriatic, which affected particularly the eastern coast of the basin. The events happened on 1 December 2008 and on 1 November 2012 when the eastern-coast station Bakar recorded the two highest water levels in its operational history. Interestingly, the episodes were of milder intensity in Venice, situated at the opposite coast. The question is: why these events were so pronounced along the eastern shore and was there specific meteorological background favouring stronger flooding of the eastern Adriatic coast? The study was carried out using hourly sea-level series along both sides of the basin and ECMWF reanalysis of air pressure and wind fields. Sea level was attributed to four processes: low-frequency variability, tide, pre-existing basin-wide seiche and storm-surge activity and respective contributions to high sea-level formations were evaluated. The effects of meteorological forcings over the basin were analysed by calculating along- and across-basin wind stress with respect to local bathymetry. The two marine storms were outcome of fine interplay between the four mentioned processes. During the 2008 flood, storm-surge activity was dominant while the other components reinforced the maximum. In the 2012 episode, storm surge was intensive at most stations, but relative timing of all the components was more complex. Results also revealed one common feature that was crucial for both floods being stronger along the eastern Adriatic coast. Specifically, presence of Sirocco-wind shear induced higher-than-usual water level rise along the eastern coast while transverse component of wind had a relatively small effect. This means that, at least in these two extreme episodes, transverse sea-level slope in the Adriatic was more sensitive to shear of longitudinal component of wind than to wind’s direction.
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According to data [4], Plomin meteorological station recorded 154 mm of rain accumulated from midnight to the morning hours of 1 November. In the area of the Raša river, a state of emergency was declared because of an alarming increase of its upper part water levels. A tornado occurred as well, devastating villages of Šugari and Filini in eastern Istria. During the night of 1 November, the strongest wind velocities were observed in the middle Adriatic – in coastal Split and at islands of Lastovo, Palagruža, Mljet and Vis. Wind gusts in Split reached a speed of 112 km/h while at Vis island the observed velocity was even higher – it reached 133 km/h [4]. Normally, strong wind and low air pressure raise sea level only in the northern Adriatic, but on this occasion they also caused exceptionally high sea levels along the Dalmatian coast. The sea water was reported to enter houses, cellars, restaurants, shops and cars in several Croatian coastal cities (Rijeka, Crikvenica, Bakar, Cres, Rab, Zadar, Split...). It partially flooded the Adriatic highway in Sukošan slowing the traffic through the city [5]. Altogether, the flood of 1 November 2012 left Croatia with considerable material damage (Fig. 1, left).

Four years earlier, on 1 December 2008, another severe storm hit the Adriatic. This flood was already analysed in detail [6], and therefore only a short summary will be given in this paper. During this episode, the oldest Adriatic tide-gauge station Trieste recorded the second highest sea level in its operating history. The oldest Croatian tide-gauge station Bakar has recorded the second highest level as well. Venice experienced a less dramatic event, with sea level ranking the fourth highest in history. Similarly as in 2012, Dalmatia was flooded together with Istria and Kvarner area. Croatian contemporary newspapers reported on troubles brought by severe weather to residents of the coastal area. The old town of Trogir was flooded together with the centre of Rijeka (Fig. 1, left), as were parts of Pula, Vodice, Šibenik and Zadar. As examples of intensity of the storm, some of the ferry routes from Zadar were temporarily cancelled, and a fishing boat was thrown ashore near Kraljevica [7].

Figure 1: A scene from Zadar after the flood of 1 November 2012 (left, top). City of Rijeka during the flood of 1 December 2008 (left, bottom). Right: location of tide-gauge stations from which the sea-level data were collected for analysis of the 2012 flood. The along-basin line is needed for the purposes of Fig. 4. Same colour is used for all depths greater than 250 m.
In this paper, we closely analyse the flood of 1 November 2012, using hourly sea-level series, recorded at the eastern and the western coast, and complemented by ERA-Interim meteorological dataset. The results are then compared to those obtained from the study of the 1 December 2008 flood [6]. This comparison should indicate common features of the two meteorological backgrounds that led to stronger flooding of the eastern as opposed to the western Adriatic coast.

High sea levels in the northern Adriatic (acqua alta) are result of superposition of several processes: storm surge, tide, pre-existing Adriatic-wide seiche and low-frequency variability.

Storm surge has a dominant role in formation of high sea level, whereas the other processes can either amplify or mitigate the effect. The meteorological background favouring storm surges in the northern Adriatic is well established [1, 8, 9]. It develops when cyclone approaches the basin from the west, resulting in air-pressure gradient along the Adriatic which causes south-easterly wind known as Sirocco. Low air pressure in the north together with Sirocco wind accumulates water in the closed and relatively shallow north end of the basin (Fig. 1, right).

Adriatic tide reinforces flooding event if its culminating phase is superimposed on the induced storm surge [10]. The tide in the Adriatic is of mixed type and has traditionally been modelled as a superposition of seven constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, P1, O1). Its amplitude reaches the maximum at the closed north end of the basin so that tidal range in the Gulf of Trieste is larger than 1 m.

To a much lesser degree, pre-existing Adriatic-wide seiche, which is usually triggered by a sudden weakening of Sirocco or its change to Bora wind, can take a part in an acqua alta formation as well [8]. It has period of 21–22 hours and a decay time of 3.2 days [11, 12]. Since it is a slow decaying oscillation, it could last for several days and could influence a next upcoming storm surge.

Low-frequency sea-level oscillations, which are induced by slow atmospheric planetary waves travelling to the east, are known to contribute to all coastal floods [10]. Whereas atmospheric planetary waves are prominent in the middle troposphere, they can also be observed in surface air pressure and wind velocities at temporal scales of weeks to several months.

2 DATASET AND METHODOLOGY
The flood of 1 November 2012 was analysed using 1-hourly sea-level series at the stations along both sides of the Adriatic (Fig. 1, right). The time interval used is four months long: from 2 September to 30 December 2012. The verification of the time series was performed with Tukey 53H filter [13] and no outliers were found. Occasional single missing values were linearly interpolated.

First, the data were reduced to anomalies by subtracting the respective four-month means. After that, the four contributing processes have been determined as previously described [6]: first the tide was synthesised using seven constituents, then the low-frequency variability was extracted by applying low-pass filter, upon which a pre-existing Adriatic seiche was estimated. Storm-surge activity was defined as the residual sea level after the three processes were removed from the series.

Meteorological dataset consists of ECMWF reanalysis [14] – the ERA-Interim surface wind and mean sea-level pressure fields given with 6 hour time step and 0.25 × 025 deg spatial resolution. The wind field was enhanced by a factor of 1.47 as suggested in the literature [6]. In order to examine forcing on longer spatial and temporal scales, we inspected
geopotential height of 500-hPa surface in addition to surface fields. All times in this paper are given in UTC.

Similar dataset and methods were used in analysis of the 1 December 2008 flood [6].

3 RESULTS

In the morning hours of 1 November 2012, tide-gauge stations in the whole Adriatic recorded raised sea level (Fig. 2). The maximum in Bakar was observed at 6:00 am and it was 99.3 cm above respective mean. At northern stations, Trieste and Rovinj, maxima were reached later, at 7:00 and 8:00 am respectively, and were lower than in Bakar – sea level was 93.6 cm high in Trieste and 88.6 cm in Rovinj. In Venice, the maximum was recorded earlier, at 1:00 am.

According to ECMWF charts, before the decisive cyclone crossed the basin, a low-pressure system born in the western Mediterranean, propagated towards the Gulf of Genoa where it remained from 27 to 29 October. It caused a rise of the water in the Adriatic and probably triggered the Adriatic seiche. The system diminished on 29 October while moving towards the south. After that, on 31 October, a cyclone developed in the western Mediterranean as a part of a larger low-pressure system centred above Scotland. From there, it moved towards the Adriatic, crossing its northern border at 6:00 am on 1 November.

The cyclone induced an air-pressure gradient over the basin, oriented in the west-to-east direction, and giving rise to Sirocco wind of non-uniform speed (Fig. 3, left). In the velocity field, south-easterly direction dominated over the larger portion of the basin, whereas north-eastern direction occurred over the northern Adriatic. The velocity field reached maximum speed, about 20 m/s, around the latitude of Zadar, with maximum slightly closer to the eastern coast. In the northernmost part, in front of Venice and in the Gulf of Trieste, the speed was relatively low, reaching 12 m/s or less.

![Figure 2: Measured sea-level anomalies, referred to the respective 4-month means, and tidal predictions in the Adriatic for the 2012 flood. Vertical lines indicate onset of maxima at Venice Punta Salute (left) and Bakar (right). The moon phases are also indicated in the figure.](image-url)
Preconditioning of the flooding event started a week before when the sea level began to slowly rise (Fig. 3, right) as a result of atmospheric large-scale activity. In fact, this disturbance was related to the passage of atmospheric planetary waves which can clearly be seen from the geopotential height of 500-hPa surface. Its contribution to high sea level was almost uniform along the two Adriatic coasts (Fig. 4), as expected considering that this is a large-scale process. At the northern stations it contributed about 30 cm to the local maxima.

Residual sea-level series (Fig. 3, right) indicate a large energy input on 26 and 27 October, which coincided with the Genoa cyclone. This abrupt sea-level change generated the Adriatic-wide seiche of significant amplitude. However, this seiche was generated five days before the main event and therefore was mostly damped at the time of flooding and had almost no effect on the event.

The Moon phase was between full moon and the last quarter (Fig. 2), therefore the semi-diurnal tide prevailed. Onset of maxima at all stations coincided with the positive tidal contribution, but the eastern stations were more affected by it (Fig. 4). Sea-level maxima at Trieste and Rovinj have coincided with the tidal maxima that were reached when storm surge was subsiding. On the other hand, the maximum at Venice was formed earlier in the night of 1 November, during the storm-surge peak and small tide (Figs 3 and 4). The situation in Bakar was something in between – the maximum emerged while the storm surge was subsiding and the tide was heading towards its maximum.

It is interesting to note (Fig. 3, right) that the storm surge was of similar intensity in Bakar and in Venice. One would expect a much higher storm surge in Venice because the Sirocco-related fetch is longer and the depths are smaller off it. Comparison of the storm-surge series at the eastern stations with corresponding series at the western stations indicates that the along-basin water-surface slope was not very steep while in an across-basin direction water surface was horizontal. Obviously, the wind forcing (Fig. 3, left), characterised by low speeds over the northernmost part of the Adriatic and by a maximum in the vicinity of Zadar, considerably raised water in the middle Adriatic producing the storm surge of a moderate along-basin
Interestingly, the wind managed to accumulate water equally along the two coasts even though the eastern Adriatic is much deeper. Hence, although the eastern Adriatic maxima were influenced by the tide, they would not have been so pronounced if the storm-surge level had not been higher along the eastern coast than it usually is during Sirocco-wind episodes.

To summarise, the flooding of the north-western coast during the Adriatic marine storm of 1 November 2012 was a result of high storm surge and moderate tide, all superimposed on raised sea level due to low-frequency variability. Flooding of the eastern Adriatic coast was a result of an interplay between storm surge and tide, superimposed on prolonged interval of raised water level.

The flooding episode of 1 December 2008 was induced by Genoa cyclone that was not particularly pronounced [6]. The cyclone supported air-pressure gradient along the basin and south-easterly wind of non-uniform speed. Intensity of the wind field was generally higher along the eastern side and in the south where southerly direction was prevailing. Sea-level maxima emerged as a result of a high storm surge accompanied by a large along-basin slope, as well as of a high tide and a low-frequency sea-level rise. Pre-existing seiche was not especially strong and its contribution was rather small. An interesting fact about this event is that all components, except the storm surge, had a similar effect at both sides of the basin. This means that severe flooding of the eastern shore in 2008 resulted from rarely experienced eastward storm-surge surface slope.
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In recent years, on two occasions (1 December 2008 and 1 November 2012) the eastern coast of northern Adriatic experienced extremely high sea level – in Bakar on both occasions it surpassed its ever recorded value – while the events were of a lower intensity at the opposite coast. The aim of our analysis was to determine specific conditions under which the floods were more pronounced along the eastern coast than at the western coast. The results showed that in both episodes the across-basin storm-surge slope was decisive for flooding of the eastern coast. The two episodes were governed by similar meteorological backgrounds. Air-pressure gradient was of along-basin (2008) or west-to-east (2012) direction, while consequent Sirocco-wind speed was spatially non-uniform with higher values near the east coast. Air-pressure forcing was in favour of higher sea level at the western coast and in both cases its contribution was estimated to be less than 10 cm. In order to evaluate the wind-stress effect on sea level over the variable bathymetry, we mapped wind-stress-to-depth ratio shown in Fig. 5. The wind stress, calculated as described before [6], was decomposed into along- and across-basin component. Evidently, the transverse water-level slope emerged as a result of dynamics related to longitudinal wind. The Sirocco-wind shear related to stronger winds along the eastern coast surpassed the bottom-slope effect and accumulated water along the deeper eastern coast. On the other hand, the impact of transverse wind on across-basin water slope was of secondary importance since its contribution was rather small, probably due to the wind component being small and the related fetch being short.

Therefore, we can conclude that two recent episodes of severe flooding along the eastern Adriatic coast, the events of 2008 and 2012, were the result of storm surge controlled by Sirocco-wind shear superimposed on the tide and the low-frequency sea-level rise.

Figure 5: Along-basin (top) and across-basin (bottom) wind stress with respect to local bathymetry and normalized by average wind stress over the basin (in units 10^{-2} m^{-1}) for the 2012 (left) and 2008 (right) floods. Wind stresses are related to the calibrated ERA-Interim wind fields of 1 November 2012 at 00:00 h and 1 December 2008 at 00:00 h.
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